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Using the methods of integral geometry, a complete set of functions in a space-like region is constructed 
and proven to be complete. It is shown that a complete set of functions with respect to the norm is 
formed by a space of pairs of functions, viz., the functions which realize the representations of the 
Lorentz group of the fundamental series (ip, ip) and of the discrete series (n, -n). 

GINZBURG and Tammc1 J have introduced the internal 
particle degrees of freedom Xi, where Xf = 1. By intro
ducing such variables it was possible to modify the wave 
equation and to obtain a "mass spectrum." The expan
sion of a square-integrable function f(x) in terms of so
lutions of the Laplace equation defined on a single
sheeted hyperboloid [lJ was carried out on an incom
plete set of functions. In the present paper we present 
a method for constructing a complete set of functions 
using the results of Gel'fand and Graevc21 (cf. also c31). 

According to c2 , 31 a square -integrable even function 
f(x) can be expanded in irreducible components of the 
Lorentz group: 

_) 6+ioo 

f(x) = ·;;--/ 2 )J ~ o(a + 1) ~ F(£, a) 1 (xs) 1-"-'d'sda 
t J( 6-ioo L 

2 ~ 

+-;; ~ 2n ~ F(s, x; 2n)6( (xs) )d'£. 
:l .. w=l L 

(1) 

Here x2 = x5- x2 = -1, ~ 2 = O, and L is the contour of 
integration on the cone (sphere, if ~o = 1). The numbers 
a and n are the weights of the representations of the 
Lorentz group of the fundamental and the discrete se
ries, respectively, where a = -1 + ip in the unitary 
case. 

In order to write an expansion for an odd function 
f(x) = -f( -x) (xo- -xo, x- -x), one must replace, in 
(1), the expression l(x~) 1-a-2 by I (x~) 1-a-2 sign (x~) and 
2n in the second term by 2n - 1. The proof for this as
sertion is given in the Appendix. 

The functions F(~, a) and F(~, x; 2n) transform ac
cording to the irreducible representations of the Lo
rentz group (a + 1, a + 1) and (2n, -2n), respectively. 
We introduce the new variables 

Then 

xo = sh a, 
xa = ch a cos 8, 
x2 = ch a sin 8 cos<p, 
x, = ch a sin 8 sin <Jl, 

so= 1, 
6s =cos {t, 

s2 = sin'frcos<lJ, 
61 = sin tl sin <lJ. 

(2) 

( x6) = sh a - ch a [cos 8 cos tl + sin (J sin tl cos ( <Jl - <lJ)] 
= sh a- ch a cos 8; d26 = sin tldtid<lJ. (3) 

Let us expand F(~, a) and F(~, x; 2n) in a series, 

F(£,a)=~ aun(a)Y,m(tl,$), (4) 
lm 

F(£,x;2n)= ~c,mD,~k(s/lsiJ, k = 2tL 
lm 

(5) 

We rotate the coordinate system such that the z axis 
coincides with the vector x. Under this rotation the 
functions Yzm and ofnk transform like 

Y,m(tl, <lJ) = ~ Dm,'(<Jl, 8, X) Yli(El, 1\l), (6) 

and because of the invariance of the measure on the 
sphere under rotations, 

d em; tid$ = d cos E>d1jJ = d2£. (8) 

We substitute (4) and (5) in (1) and integrate over d2 ~. 
using (6) to (8). We then obtain 

6+ioo 

f(x)=-~-j-3 ~ a(a-1- i)f(-a-1) · 
4<(2n) 6_,= 

2 ~ " 4:rt P,'n(tha) Y 
+-,.;2L.J2".LJ:Zz-+1c'm eha lm(8,rp), (9) 

Ji=l lm 

where Pf+1 (tanh a) and Pfl (tanh a) are the associated 
Legendre functions. The first term in this expression 
is analogous to the expansion of a function on a two
sheeted hyperboloid, obtained by Bilenkin and Smoro
dinskii. c41 

The appearance of the signature (- )Z in this term 
arises from our restriction to even functions, f(x) 
= f( -x) for x0 - x0, x - -x. For odd functions (- )Z 
must be replaced by - (- )Z in (9), and the summation 
over even numbers must be changed to one over odd 
numbers. The characteristic feature of the single
sheeted hyperboloid is that an arbitrary function cp(x) 
defined on it can be expanded in the pairs of functions 
Pz+1 (tanh a) and P? (tanh a), where n = 1, 2, 3 .... 

The second term in (9) is exactly the expansion ob
tained by Ginzburg and Tamm with the same restric
tions on the quantum numbers 

l=n, n+1, n+2, ... , n= 1, 2, 3, .. < (10) 

These restrictions are clearly seen from (9) and the 
properties of P? (tanh a). Using only discrete repre
sentations, Ginzburg and Tamm obtained a "mass 
spectrum" m~ = m~ (l, n). The complete set of func-
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tions with respect to the norm 

. \ if(x) i'dx = S 2 < oo 

is formed by the space of pairs of functions 

P,"H(tha) 
ch~-t o. ( ) Yun(8, rp). 

p,n (tha) 

Thus, together with the "mass spectrum" correspond
ing to the eigenvalues of the Laplace operator 
,\ = -(n2 - 1), 

, x2 -~(-n2 +1) 

mo· = 1 + e (l2 + l - n 2 + 1) ' (11) 

there also exists a "mass spectrum" corresponding to 
,\ = p2 + 1: 

2 x' - ~ ( p2 + 1) 
mo = ~~~~(12 + l + p2 + 1)' (12) 

where i3 and £ are certain constants (cf. [ll), and K is 
the mass corresponding to the usual wave equation. 
Since we have only chosen the vector x as an internal 
coordinate, the second invariant of the Lorentz group 
t. 1 = c 11 vaf3M11 vMa{3 is equal to zero. 

The second term in (1) arises from the integration 
over the region I (ax) I < 1 in the derivation of the inver
sion formula (cf. the Appendix), where the vector a cor
responds to the origin of the system, for example, a3 
= (0, 1, 0, 0). It follows from this that the discrete se
ries occurs in a subregion of the hyperboloid, viz., 
for IXJ I< 1, or lx31 = !cosh a cos e I< 1 in the para
metrization introduced above. Here I Xo I = !sinh a I 
may be larger or smaller than lx31. If lxol =!sinh a I 
> X3 = I cosh a cos e I, then this means that the velocity 
of the interaction propagating along the X3 direction is 
smaller than the velocity of light. In the opposite case, 
I Xo I< I x 31, the velocity of the interaction is larger than 

the velocity of light. Let us cut out the subregion 
ltanh Ci I < Ieos e I from the manifold X~ - X2 = -1, I X 31 
< 1. As a result we obtain a rotational body which is 
symmetric with respect to the x 3 axis and has the form 
shown in the figure in cross section; we also get rid of 
the velocities larger than the velocity of light in the X3 
direction. 

In the resulting manifold it suffices to consider only 
the discrete series of representations. 

Since the x are internal degrees of freedom of the 
particle, the figure shown describes, in principle, the 
shape of the particle. For e - 0 we obtain a sphere 
with hollow half-axes, and for e - 1T/2 we obtain a disk. 
If the "internal time" Xo is reasonably restricted, then 
X2 and X1 will be finite. A particle in motion with the 
shape shown in the figure must have a momentum per
pendicular to the (x1, x2) plane and a spin polarization 
(if the spin is nonzero) along the direction of motion or 
opposite to it. 

The author is grateful to Ya. A. Smorodinskii for 
stimulating criticism, advice, and remarks, and also to 
N. Ya. Vilenkin for a discussion. The author uses this 

opportunity to thank V. L. Ginzburg for a discussion of 
the problems considered in [lJ • 

APPENDIX 

The derivation of the integral representation of an 
odd function defined on a single -sheeted hyperboloid in 
terms of a function given on a cone is essentially a 
modification of the derivation of the integral represen
tation of an even function given in l 3l. We therefore use 
some of the results of l3l without dwelling on the de
tails of the regularization of the divergent integrals by 
the method of analytic continuation in the coordinates. 

Let f(x) be an odd function defined on {X}, x EX, 
x2 = -1. We associate with it the functions h(O and 
cp(l). The function h(O is defined on the cone ~ 2 = 0 by 

h (£) = .\ f(x){o [ (x£)- 1]- o [(x£)-+- 1]}dx (A.1) 

The function rp( l) is given on the set of isotropic 
straight lines x = b + ~t and is defined by 

00 

rp(l) = ~ f(x)dl == ~ f(b + £t)dt, 
I 

where 

b2 = -1, (b£) = 0, £2 = 0. 

(A.2) 

Our task is to derive an inversion formula for the inte
gral representation (A.1), using (A.2). 

We multiply both parts of (A.1) by (I (am- 1)f sign 
(aO. Integrating the resulting expression over d~ on 
the cone, we find 

~ h(£) (I (ai;) l-1)+"sign(a\;)d1; = ~ <l>(a,x, ft)f(x)dx, (A.3) 

where 

CD(X,G,!l) =~(I (a~) l-1)+"sign(a£}[6((x£)-1)- o((J's)+ 1)]d£. 

Let us write (A.4) in more detail: 
(A.4) 

<D(a, X, fl) = ~I[ (a- X, S)+"- (-a- X, S)+"]fi( (x£)- 1)ds 

+~[(-a+ x, s)+"- (a+ x, sl+"l o((xsJ+ 1)d£ == <D, + <D2. (A. 5) 

Thus the task consists in the regularization and evalua
tion of integrals of the type 

I+"(x,b;f!)=~ (bs)+"o((x£)+1)d£. (A.6) 

Formula (A. 5) has been written down with account of 
the fact that the integrand has its support on the planes 
(x~) = ± 1. 

Using (A.6) we find for <l>1(a, x; Jl) the expression 

!D,(x,a; f!) =h-(x,a-x; f!) -h-(x, -a-x; f!). (A.7) 

The function <1>2 (x, a; JJ.) is determined analogously. 
The integrals I~ (x, b; Jl) are defined by 

- 1 
/+ ". = -:-:--.- {e'''"f+ (x, b- iO; f!)- e-iu"l"'(x, b + iO; [!)}, (A. 8) 

~t s1n p.n 

and they have the values, according to l 3l, 
2:rc 

J+(x, b- iO; f!) =- --;-+ie-'""12(-P ± iO)-'!.{ (-P ± iO)'h ± ib3}u+1, 

r (A.9) 

2:rc 
J+ (x, b + iO; f!) =- ~-+1. ei"u/2(-P + i0)-'1.{(-P + iO)'io + ib3}u+l, 

(A.10) 
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where the upper sign of the term iO refers to the case 
b 0 > 0, and the lower sign to b0 < 0, P = b~ - b~ - b;. 

Using (A. 7) to (A.10), we find for <I>1 (a, x; J.l) the fol
lowing expression [for x = (0, 1, 0, 0)]: 

in . . 
C!l 1 (x,a: u)=----.-[e'"~/2(-P± !O)-'i• 

(fl+ 1)sm,tn 

x{ (-P ± iO)'h + i(a3 -1)}~+1 - e-io>•i'(-P + iO)-'f, 

x {(-P + iO)'f,_ i(a3 -1)}"+1- ei~rr/2(-P + iO)-'f, 

X {(-P + iO)'h- i(a3 + 1)}"+1 + e-i"rr/2 (-P ± iO)-'h 

X{(--P ± iO)'i+ i(a3 + 1)}"+1], (A.ll) 

where P = a~ - a~ - a~ and the upper sign refers to the 
case a 0 > 0 and the lower sign to a 0 < 0. The function 
<I> 2 (x, a; JJ.) has the form 

i:rt 
<D2 (x, a; !t) =---__:c-.- [e'·'"f'( -P + i0)-'1• 

(>t , 1)Slllf1:T 

X{ (-P + iU) 'h- i(1- a3)}"+1- e-irr"I'(-P ± i0)-'1• 

X{(-P ± iO)'h + i(l- a3)}"+1- e-irr~f'(-P ± i0)-'1• 

X{ (-P ± i(J) 'i- i(a3 + 1)}"+1 + e-i""i'(-P + iO)-'f, 

X{ (-P + iO)'h + i(a3 + 1)}"+1]. 

Using 
(-P± iO)'I• = P!'± iP.i' 

(-P ± iO)-'f, = p-:'" + iP;'1', 

(A.12) 

(A.13) 

we simplify (A.ll) and (A.12) and obtain the form of the 
function <I>(x, a; J.l) for P > O, a 0 > O, a 0 < O, x 
= (0, 1, o, 0): 

_ -2nP"I" {( , a3 - 1 )~+1 ( a3 + 1 \"+1) 
<D-~i- 1-r----Fh - 1-]J'h) f• (A.14) 

and in the region P < 0, i.e., (ax) 2 = cos 2 kr = cos 2 e 
= ai < 1: 

-4nsin"kr 
<D(a, x;f.L) = . cos kr. 

(f.'+ 1)Slllf11t. 
(A.14') 

Here r is the distance between the points a and x in 
the geometry of the imaginary Lobachevskii space. 
Since the value of <I>(a, x; J.l) remains unchanged if the 
points a and x are shifted simultaneously, the expres
sions obtained are valid for any two points of the single
sheeted hyperboloid. 

The generalized function (x~- x~- x~)J112 has a sim
ple pole at J.l = -3 with the residue 

Then 

Res (xl- x12- x22)';'2 = -4nl>(xo,Xt, x,). 
J..L=-3 

Res S <D (x, a; fL)f(x)dx = Res ) <D(x, a; fL)f(x)dx 
1'~-3 "~-3 i(ax)l>l 

+Res ~ <D(x, a; fL)f(x)dx = -8n2/(a) 
iJ=-3\(ax) I <1 

-2 ~ (ax)[1-(ax) 2]-'f,j(x)dx. 
l(ax)l<l 

(A.15) 

The residue of the left-hand side of (A.3) at J.l = -3 
is, because of 

Res t+" = tj,l>"(t), 
)l~-3 

equal to 

-+ Sih(£)6"( I (a£) 1-l)sign(a(;)d(;. (A.16) 

Equating the resulting expressions, we have 

j(a) = -----1-1 h(£)11"(1 (a(;) 1-i)sign(a~)~ 
16n2 J 

___ 1_ i (ax)[1-(ax) 2]-'hj(x)dx. 
4n2 J 

\ax\<1 

(A.17) 

In the second term we introduce the following paramet
rization for x: 

Xo = t, 
x3 =cos a, 

O~a~2n, 

X2 = -sin a cos a + t sin a, 
x, = sin a sin a + t cos a; 

0 ~a~ n, -00 <'t < 00. 

(A.18) 

Since in the region l(ax)l < 1, the vector x can always 
be written in the form x = b + ~t, where, by (A.18), 
~ = (1, 0, sin a, cos a), ~ 2 = 0, b2 = -1, b = (O, cos e, 
-sin e cos a, sine sin a), 

dx1dx,dxa 
dx = -. ---- = d cos edtda, 

Xo 

the second term has the form 

1 r cos ada (' 
I,=--- J ---~- J cp(£, e)ll( (as) )dQ, 

4:t2 O Sln2 fl L 
(A.19) 

where cp(~, 0) = cp(~, b) is given by (A.2), L is a 
sphere, and dn is the surface element on the sphere. 
We expand cp(~, b) in the series (cf. l3 l) 

1 "' 1 = 
cp(§,b)=- ~ F((;,b;n)==- ~ ein°F(1;,a;n). 

n n 
(A.20) 

"1=-oo n=-oo 

We substitute (A.20) in (A.19), interchange integration 
and summation, and take into account that we are ex
panding an odd function; we obtain 

1 "" 
I,=- 2n' .2; an~ F(£, a; n)l>( (as) )dQ, (A.21) 

n=-oo L 

where the summation goes over odd n and 
rr 

an. = s cos a sin-2 a cos nede. 
0 

(A.22) 

The integral (A.22) is understood as the value of the in
tegral 

rr 

s cos 8 sin~ a cos neda. 
0 

for A= -2. Using (3.631) (8) of l 5l, we find that 

an= -2nlnl, n= 2m-1, 

i.e., 

2 "" 
lz= n'~ (2m-1) SF{(;,a; (2m-1)]1l((a£))dQ. 

m=1 L 

(A.23) 

Expanding h(~) in the homogeneous components 
F(E, a), 

f .5+ioo 

h(£) = ~ ) F(£, a)da, (A.24) 
-ttl 0-ioo 

we substitute (A.24) in (A.17) and carry out the integra
tion. Then we obtain the final form of the rotation for
mula, using (A.23): 

(-) O+i~ 
f(x)= 4i(2n)') a(a+1) SF(£,a)l(x£)1-cr-2 sign((;x)d'(;do 

6-too L 

2 "' 
+ n2 .2; (2m-1))F[(;,x;(2m-1)]1l((£x))d'£. (A.25) 

m=-1 1~ 

Here x2 = -1, ~ 2 = 0, L is the contour of integration 
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on the cone (sphere), and d2 i' = dn is the surface ele
ment on the sphere. 
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